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The production of watches was a major industry of Great Britain for hundreds of 
years.  Watchmaking originated in Europe at the beginning of the 16th century, made 
possible when coiled springs were first used to power clocks.  Before this clocks 
were powered by weights, and had to remain stationary.  The use of the spring 
meant that for the first time, clocks could be moved, and it was not long before clock 
makers in Germany started to produce very small clocks, which could be considered 
as the first watches.  Watchmaking was originally the most advanced branch of the 
clock making industry, which in turn developed when blacksmiths started to apply 
their metalworking skills to specific tasks, one being clock making. 
 
Watches were being produced in Great Britain from around the middle of the reign of 
Elizabeth 1(AD 1533-1603).  It is likely the successes of the European watchmakers 
encouraged their British counterparts to start producing watches to keep up with 
technological developments.   At this time watches were quite rare because they 
were very expensive.  They were also quite inaccurate, and only had an hour hand.  
Most of the early watches were designed to be worn around the neck, on a cord or 
ribbon.  This was for two reasons, the first being it was quite a status symbol to be 
seen in public with a watch, the second being the watches were still quite large, and 
they would be difficult to fit into a pocket, if the garment worn had a pocket at all, as 
many did not. 
 
It was during the late 17th century that watchmaking started to become a much more 
widespread occupation in Britain.  Developments in the design of watches meant that 
they gradually became more accurate, which meant that they were much more 
useful, and consequently the demand for them increased.  
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Lancashire established itself very early on in the history of the British watchmaking 
industry as a major centre of production.  One of the earliest known watchmakers in 
Britain was Thomas Aspinwall, who was based in Toxteth near Liverpool.  He died in 
1624, leaving a quantity of watchmaking equipment worth £10, listed in an inventory 
of his belongings. 
 
Another of the early watchmakers in the region was Jeremiah Horrocks.  Horrocks 
was in fact married to the sister of Thomas Aspinwall, Mary, and it is possible that he 
ran the Aspinwall business following the death of Thomas, as his son Samuel 
Aspinwall, later to take over, was very young at the time of his father’s death.    
Horrocks was also a very famous astronomer, as he was the first person to predict 
the transit of Venus (When Venus passes across the sun in line with earth).  This 
gives an idea of the kind of skill and education watchmakers had, particularly in 
various fields of science.   
 
The industry expanded during the lifetime of Samuel Aspinwall, as when he died he 
left watchmaking equipment worth £797, a huge sum for 1672.  The documentary 
evidence from the later 17th century, such as church records, illustrate that 
watchmaking had expanded into other areas of Lancashire.  Wigan and Preston both 
had watchmakers practicing their art.  The suburban and rural areas surrounding 
Liverpool, such as Aigburth, Childwall, Huyton, and Prescot start to show evidence of 
watchmaking towards the end of the 17th century.  Probably the most important of 
these was Prescot.  This thrived as a centre for production, and became a mass of 
small workshops, each producing components, and also very importantly tools, for 
the watchmaking industry.   
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Prescot was well established as a centre of watchmaking by the 18th century, and 
during the following hundred years, would become world famous for the quality of its 
produce.  Famous watchmakers such as John Wyke started their businesses at 
Prescot, and by the beginning of the Victorian age in 1837, watchmaking was thriving 
in Prescot.  This happened for a number of reasons.  The area was already well 
known for its tools, especially files, and metal working.  Very high quality tools and 
metal were required by the watchmakers so it was natural that the industries should 
be set up along side each other.  Another important factor was the close proximity of 
Prescot to Liverpool, which by 1837 was a major commercial port.  This enabled the 
watchmakers to supply the demand for watches in other countries, especially 
America. 
 
It should be noted however that what Prescot made was rough watch movements.  
This means that it was just the actual working parts of the watch that were roughly 
finished and assembled.  These movements would be then shipped to finishers all 
over the country, and overseas, where they would be taken apart again, finished, and 
put into cases, usually made of precious metal, such as silver. 
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Watchmaking was an example of what is known as a ‘cottage industry’.  Lancashire 
had a tradition of cottage industries, which included any type of manual work where 
goods were produced at home.  The goods produced by a cottage industry were 
often on a piecework basis.  That is where the goods were made to order when 
required.  An order would be placed with the producer for a certain number of items, 
as and when required.  Those involved in the watchmaking industry could earn a 
good wage doing this kind of work.  Each craftsman would usually have one 
particular speciality, such as spring making, or watch hand making.  Orders would be 
sent out to each workshop for the various parts and then these would be sent to an 
assembly workshop, where the rough watch movement would be constructed from all 
of the parts.  These would then be sent to be finished (that is polished and made 
ready to be fitted into a case).  When using the census figures for the mid Victorian 
period, such as those for 1861, at least twenty individual branches of watchmaking 
can be identified.  Trade directories for 1869 indicate that in Prescot, nineteen 
individual branches of watchmaking were carried out.  There were no known watch 
finishers located in Prescot, but there were in Liverpool. 
 
Watchmaking was a very desirable trade at the start of the Victorian period.  It 
required a high level of skill to produce the small parts and it took around 7 years to 
complete an apprenticeship, after which if the master was a good one, the apprentice 
would have learned all of the necessary skills to carry out at least one branch of 
watchmaking.  Apprentices were taken on at the age of thirteen or fourteen and the 
parents of the boy paid the master a sum of money for the training, called a 
‘Premium’.  The first two years would be taken up with basic and tedious domestic 
chores such as preparing the workshop fire, cleaning, and providing a messenger 
and delivery service for completed parts.   
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After the first couple of years, the technical training would begin.  The apprentice 
would then work towards becoming a fully trained watchmaker, and maybe at the end 
of his training, would start up a business of his own, or work for another watchmaker.   
 
The working conditions of the watchmaker were, in comparison to many other 
manual trades of the day such as mining, or farming, very good.  The workshops 
were well lit out of necessity due to the lack of electric lighting, they were heated, and 
the work carried very few dangers.  The most dangerous tasks were those connected 
with heat, such as casting or forging, and gilding.  Gilding was the plating of watch 
parts with a thin layer of gold.  The process required the use of mercury, a dangerous 
substance, which could lead to poisoning, resulting in the loss of teeth, or madness. 
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The watchmaking industry peaked around the 1860’s, but soon afterwards it started 
to decline.  A major factor was the Waltham Watch Company of America.  It was set 
up in 1850, but after numerous set backs, one being the American Civil War of 1861-
1866, it started to produce good, reliable watches by the 1870’s, and sold them for 
very competitive prices, undercutting the British watchmakers.  The secret to their 
success was the factory system of manufacture.  Watches were mass-produced on 
specially designed machines, all housed in one building.  They produced watches of 
various levels of quality, so they provided time pieces that the wealthier members of 
the working classes could afford.  The method of watchmaking practiced in Prescot 
meant that prices for its produce had to be higher, and consequently demand for its 
watches started to decline.  A report into the industry in Prescot carried out in 1871 
shows first hand the situation.  It makes a statement that even by that date, 
watchmakers were often poverty stricken, which meant that it was not an attractive 
profession to be involved in. 
 
The quality of the training also saw a decline during this period and apprentices were 
treated as little more than slaves during the initial part of their training.  They were 
given little instruction, and many lacked the training needed to be watchmakers at the 
end of their apprenticeship.    
 
By the 1880’s it was in serious trouble, the census records showing many men 
previously involved in the watchmaking industry in and around Prescot ended up in 
the workhouse, located in nearby Whiston.   
 
It was around this time that the Swiss watchmaking industry started to increase in 
size as they used essentially the same factory system as the Americans.  They too 
produced cheap watches, and although many came nowhere near the quality of 
those produced in Prescot, they were affordable. 
 
Prescot was not entirely behind the times however.  Two men in particular had a 
major impact on the watchmaking industry of Britain.  John Wycherley was the first 
person to use steam powered machines to produce watch parts.  They were of a very 
high quality, and the watch movements were made in a number of specific 
standardised sizes.   
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This meant that for the first time Prescot made watches had the beginnings of a very 
important feature in regard to mass production, and that was interchangeability.  
When a watch movement was put into a case, it had to be specially fitted, which took 
time, and added to the price of the watch.  If cases could be made to specific sizes to 
match the movements, they too could be mass produced and very little time would be 
required to fit the movement, meaning amongst other things, the watch could be 
cheaper. 
 
Another very important Prescot watchmaker was T.P. Hewitt.  Hewitt introduced a 
new type of keyless winding for pocket watches.  Prior to this, most watches were 
designed to be wound with a small key.  Keyless winding had been around since the 
middle of the 18th century, but these winding mechanisms were separate units that 
were attached to the watch.  Hewitt integrated the winding mechanism into the 
movement fully, and it was activated by winding a round button on the top of the 
watch stem.  This was a very important change as it made production quicker and 
therefore cheaper, as well as making keyless winding much simpler.  Almost all 
keyless watches after this date used variations on T.P. Hewittt’s invention.   
 
Even though these gifted men introduced methods and ideas into the Prescot 
watchmaking industry in an attempt to keep it competitive, it had all but gone from 
Prescot by the mid-1880s.  A decision was made to act, and T.P. Hewitt was one of 
the founding members of the Lancashire Watch Company.  The building was 
completed in 1889, and it was based on the American factory system of manufacture, 
where complete watch movements were made, by machines, under one roof.  The 
factory was fitted out with machines to produce the watch parts, powered by a steam 
engine called the ‘Horologer’ (Horology is the correct name for the study and 
production of clocks and watches).   
 
They made a range of watches too suit all but the poorest of pockets.  It lasted into 
the 20th century and had some success, becoming a major producer of watches in 
Britain.   However, foreign competition was too great and by that time, very well 
established.  This combined with poor marketing, especially overseas led to the 
company being forced to close its doors in 1910.  Some small workshops still 
produced timepieces in Prescot until the middle of the 20th century, but the 
watchmaking industry in Prescot effectively ended with the closure of the Lancashire 
Watch Company.    
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Today we know what time it is in any part of the United Kingdom, just by looking at a 
clock or watch.  However, it was not always that simple.  Because the time of day 
relates to the position of the sun in the sky, it depends on what position on Earth you 
are at, as to what time it is.  The sun rises in the east, so when day breaks in one 
spot on the earth, it will still be dark at another place further west, therefore it is in 
actual fact earlier in the day towards the west.  One example of this is when day 
breaks in Newcastle, it will still be dark in Liverpool for another 5 minutes and 35 
seconds.   
 
This meant that every city in the UK had its own local time.  This was not a big 
problem until the railway system, and electric telegraph network started to expand 
further.  It was very difficult to create accurate timetables of when the trains would 
arrive at certain places as they were all operating on their own time.  It was decided 
that a standard time would have to be imposed on the country, and Greenwich was 
designated as the benchmark as it was famous for its astronomy.  Astronomical 
observations, measurements based upon the position of stars in the sky, were used 
as the benchmark when setting and regulating clocks and watches, so Greenwich 
was a natural choice for this purpose. 
 
Greenwich Mean Time was introduced in 1880, in since then the UK time has been 
GMT. The standard time also meant that timekeeping had to be good, so the Railway 
companies required very accurate, high quality pocket watches.     
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The following table illustrates local times for places all over the UK, in relation to 
GMT.  Use these figures to answer the questions that follow, and see what it was like 
before the introduction of GMT. 
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1. A train leaves Liverpool at 7.30am GMT, and travels to Birmingham. The 
journey will take 1 hour and 50 minutes. What was the local time in Liverpool 
when it left, and what is the local time in Birmingham when it arrives? 

2. A train leaves Lancaster at 11.45am GMT and travels to Bath. The journey 
will take 3 hours and 30 minutes.  What was the local time in Lancaster when 
it left, and what was the local time in Bath when it arrived? 

3. A train leaves Tumbridge Wells at 8.30am local time and travels to Newcastle. 
The journey takes 4 hours and 15 minutes. What was the GMT time when it 
left, and what was the local time in Newcastle when it arrived. 

4. A train leaves Bury St Edmunds at 12.30 pm GMT, and travels to Hastings. 
The journey took 40 minutes. What was the local time when it left Bury St 
Edmunds, and what was the local time in Hastings when it arrived? 

5. A train leaves Wolverhampton at 9.00 am GMT and travels to Liverpool. The 
journey takes 2 hours. What was the local time in Wolverhampton when it left, 
and what was the local time in Liverpool when it arrived?  

 

Location Minutes Seconds Fast or Slow 
Bath 9 28 Slow 
Birmingham 7 36 Slow 
Bury St Edmunds 2 48 Fast 
Hastings 2 24 Fast 
Lancaster 11 5 Slow 
Liverpool 12 0 Slow 
Newcastle 6 24 Slow 
Tumbridge Wells 1 4 Fast 
Wolverhampton  8 25 Slow 
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Imagine you live in Prescot around the year 1840.  You can either be a watchmaker 
or an apprentice.  Have a look at the list of words below and try to include all of them 
in a diary entry which will describe a typical day in the life of someone involved in the 
watchmaking industry.  
 

Watch Tool File Metal Spring 
Fire Workshop Master Chore Food 

 
An alternative to this exercise is you could try writing a diary entry for the mid-1870s 
either as well, or instead, to reflect the change in the watchmaking industry.  
 
�
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The faces of clocks and watches are divided up by numerals, one to twelve.  There 
are two systems commonly found, these being Roman, and Arabic numerals.  Refer 
to the table below, and then answer the questions below. 
 

Arabic 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 One Two Three Four Five Six 

Roman I II III IV V VI 

       

Arabic 7 8 9 10 11 12 

 Seven Eight Nine Ten Eleven Twelve 

Roman VII VIII IX X XI XII 
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1. What is the Arabic numeral for X ? 
2. What is the Roman numeral for Seven ? 
3. What is the Roman numeral for three ? 
4. What is the Arabic numeral four XII ? 
5. What is the Arabic numeral for VI ? 
6. What is the Roman Numeral for eight ? 
7. What number does the Roman numeral X represent ? 
8. What is the Arabic numeral for IX ? 
9. What is the Roman numeral for five ? 
10. What is the Arabic numeral for II ? 
11.  
11. On many watches and clocks, one of the Roman numerals is actually 
written in a different way. The reason for this is believed to be simply because 
it looked nicer. The number is represented by the numeral ‘IIII’, and it is written 
that way because it is visually similar to the number eight, and it allows the 
watch or clock face to be more symmetrical. Can you guess which number ‘IIII’ 
represents ? 
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What you are about to make is a twice life-size scale model of a typical English 
Pocket watch of the late 19th century.  It is called a full-plate watch movement, which 
refers to the type of top plate the watch has. When the watch is assembled, all of 
working parts of the watch, except for the balance wheel are covered by a single 
plate of metal.  In other types of watches, two or more smaller plates are used. 
 
This example is based on a watch made by the Lancashire Watch Company towards 
the end of the 19th century.  
 
How a watch works 
 
All pockets watches have things in common in the way that they work.  The English 
Going-Barrel full plate watch works in the following way. 
 
The mainspring is contained inside a small ‘barrel’ that has a toothed wheel (like a 
cog) permanently attached to the bottom of it.  This is called the ‘great wheel’, and 
the whole thing together is called a ‘going-barrel’.   
 

  
 
The mainspring, when wound drives the great wheel, which is the first part of the 
‘drive train’, a series of toothed wheels, made of brass, that make the watch work.  
This interacts with something called a ‘pinion’, which is like a tiny little steel gear 
attached to the shafts which run through the centre of toothed wheels.  This drives 
the ‘centre wheel’ which is another toothed wheel that is placed directly at the centre 
of the watch.  The centre wheel is what the minute hand is attached to.  The centre 
wheel also drives a series of small gears which drive the hour hand.  The gears make 
the hour hand turn twelve times slower than the minute hand, meaning the minute 
hand revolves twelve times, for every one revolution of the hour hand.    
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The centre wheel also drives the pinion on the third wheel, which in turn drives the 
pinion on the fourth wheel.   
 

 
 
The fourth wheel is what the second hand is attached to if the watch has one.  The 
fourth wheel drives the pinion on the final part of the drive-train, the fifth wheel, or as 
it is also called the ‘escape wheel’.   
 

 
 
The escape wheel forms part of the watch called the ‘escapement’.  The escapement 
is what you can hear ticking when a watch is working.  The escape wheel interacts 
with the ‘escapement lever’.   
 
The escapement lever is a piece of metal that has two pieces of precious stone that 
interact with the teeth on the escape wheel.  These pieces are called ‘pallet stones’.  
The pallet stones stop and release the teeth on the escape wheel which is what 
makes the ticking sound.  The speed at which the pallet stones stop and release the 
teeth on the escape wheel dictate how fast or slow the watch runs.   
 
All of these parts are sandwiched between the two biggest parts of the watch, the 
‘watch plates’.  The largest, the bottom plate, is the one that the watch face is also 
attached to.  The top plate is kept a set distance apart from the bottom plate by four 
‘pillars’. 
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The speed of the watch is controlled by the part of the watch that activates the 
escapement lever, the ‘balance’.  The balance is made up of numerous parts.  It is 
powered by the escapement lever, via the impulse, which is a piece of metal, or 
precious stone, mounted on the ‘balance staff’.  The staff is supported at its lower 
end by the bottom plate of the watch, and at its upper end by a piece called the 
‘balance cock’.  The ‘balance wheel’, which is fixed to the balance staff, sits 
underneath the balance cock, and swings backwards and forwards in a circular 
motion, at a rate influenced by a fine circular spring called the ‘balance spring’.  It is 
the balance spring that controls the speed of the watch.    
 
All of the parts of the watch are designed so that when they are working properly, the 
wheels in the drive-train will turn the hour hand one full revolution once every twelve 
hours, the minute hand once every sixty minutes (one hour), and the seconds hand 
once every sixty seconds (one minute). 
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Assembly instructions 
 
Things you will need: 
 

- As many copies of parts of watch as required (produced on photocopier).  You 
will also need a corresponding number of assembly diagrams, and parts lists. 

- Card, both flat, and corrugated. 
- Sheets of plain paper   
- Scissors. 
- PVA Glue. 
- Glue pots. 
- Glue spreaders or brushes (keep wet if using brushes to prevent the glue 

drying and ruining the brush). 
- Bamboo skewers/cocktail sticks 
- Colouring pencils (optional). 
- Glue Stick (optional) 
- Sticky tape (optional) 

 
1. The first step is to make as many copies of the watch parts as required on a 
photocopier. Roughly cut out the two watch plates and stick them to the 
corrugated card.  Stick the rest of the photocopied pieces to the flat card.  You 
can either use the PVA glue for this, or you can use the glue stick.  An advantage 
of the glue stick is that it will dry quicker, but may not be quite as strong.   
 
2. When the glue is dry, cut out all of the watch parts, making sure you know what 
each part is.  (Alternatively you could cut out the parts and use them as a set of 
templates to draw the parts directly onto a piece of card.) 
  
3. The bamboo skewers or cocktail sticks that you have will form the staff and 
pivots of each of the parts.  Holes will need to be made in each of the parts which 
can be done with a sharp pencil and a piece of modelling clay, by resting the part 
on the modelling clay, and pressing through into the clay.  You will also need to 
use more of these sticks/skewers for the pillars (see step 7) 
 
4. The bamboo skewers/cocktail sticks will have to be cut to a length of around 
15mm.  This will be the distance between the watch plates, so all of these will 
have to be exactly the same length.  (It may be a good idea for an adult to pre-cut 
these parts as it can be very difficult to get them all the same length and may 
require the use of sharp equipment). 
 
5. Two exceptions to the length of the staffs are the one for the balance staff, as 
this sits higher, and also the pivot for the going-barrel as you will need a 
protrusion out of the top of the watch plate to replicate the winding mechanism.  
These will have to be cut approximately 5mm longer. 
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6. If you wish, you can use thin pieces of coiled up card or paper to represent 
both the balance spring, and the mainspring inside the going-barrel. 
 
7. To replicate the pillars, take four pieces of the bamboo skewer, which have 
been cut to length. Now wrap a thin strip of paper around each one until it is 
around 6mm thick. The strip of paper should be cut to allow some of the skewer 
to stick out either end so you can fit it into the watch plates, around 10-12mm 
wide.  Use glue to fix the paper on, or you could use sticky tape. 
 
8. Cut out and glue together the parts of the going-barrel (the great wheel and the 
barrel).  Wrap the strip which forms the barrel round into a circle until it fits inside 
the inner circle marked out on the great wheel.  Glue together.  Fold the tabs on 
the bottom of the barrel inwards, and use to glue the barrel to the great wheel.   
 
9. Put holes through all of the pivot points in the bottom plate.   
 
10. Place a pivot through the centre of each of the parts of the drive train, 
including the going-barrel, and the balance staff.  Then assemble the drive train 
as illustrated in the diagram on the bottom plate.   
 
11. Make sure all of the pivot points on the top plate have holes made in them, 
and the one for the balance is slightly larger than the rest.. 
 
12. Fit the four pillars to the watch. 
Install the top plate.   
 
14. Glue together the parts of the balance cock.  Make a hole for the top pivot of 
the balance staff.  Install the balance and glue on the balance cock. 
 
15. You will now have a replica of an English Going-barrel pocket watch 
movement. 
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1. Bottom plate (also known as the pillar plate) 
2. Top plate 
3. Balance wheel 
4. Great wheel 
5. Centre wheel 
6. Third wheel 
7. Fourth wheel 
8. Escape wheel 
9. Escapement lever 
10. Balance cock part 1 
11. Balance cock part 2 
12. Mainspring barrel 
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